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6

Abstract7

The major process of discovering knowledge in database is the extraction of rules from classes8

of data. One of the major obstacles in performing rule induction from training data set is the9

inconsistency of information about a problem domain. In order to deal with this problem,10

many theories and technology have been developed in recent years. Among them the most11

successful ones are decision tree, fuzzy set, Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence.12

Unfortunately, all are referring to either prior or posterior probabilities. The rough set13

concept proposed by Pawlak is a new mathematical approach to inconsistent, vagueness,14

imprecision and uncertain data. In this paper we have proposed a hybridized model THA15

(Training dataset on hybrid approach) which combines rough set theory, genetic algorithm16

and Boolean algebra for discovering certain rules and also induce probable rules from17

inconsistent information. The experimental result shows that the projected method induced18

maximal generalized rules efficiently. The hybridized model was validated using the data19

obtained from observational study.20

21

Index terms— rough set theory, genetic algorithm, mutation, crossover, boolean algebra.22

1 Introduction23

he major process of discovering knowledge in database is the extraction of rules from classes of data. In order to24
automate this problem, many inductive learning methods are introduced and applied to extract knowledge from25
databases such as decision tree learning [1], the technology employs a decision tree to achieve the learning function.26
The rough sets concept proposed by Pawlak in 1982 [2] is a new mathematical approach to imprecision, vagueness27
and uncertain. The rough sets philosophy is founded on the assumption that with every object of the universe of28
discourse we associated, some information objects characterized by the same information are indiscernible in the29
view of the available information about them. The indiscernibility relation is the mathematical basis of rough sets30
theory. Any set of all indiscernible objects is called an elementary set and forms a basis granule of knowledge about31
the universe [14] [18]. Any union of elementary Author ? ? ?: Department of Information and Communication32
Technology (ICT) Manipal University, Manipal, Karnataka, India. e-mails: tribikram.pradhan@manipal.edu,33
harshanand007@yahoo.co.in, akulgoyal4@gmail.com sets is referred to as a precise set, otherwise the set is rough.34
Each rough set has boundary line cases. With any rough sets a pair of precise sets-called the lower and the35
upper approximation of the rough sets is associated [7]. In recent 20 years, rough sets approach seems to be of36
fundamental importance to artificial intelligence (AI) and cognitive sciences and has been successfully applied37
many real life problems in medical diagnosis engineering [3], banking [3], finances [4] and others. By coupling38
rough sets theory with genetic algorithms (GA’s), it is able to enhance search speed, induce decision rules from39
inconsistent information and this paper presents a hybrid approach that integrated rough sets theory, GA’s and40
Boolean algebra for rule induction.41
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4 THA: THE HYBRIDIZED MODEL

2 II.42

Genetic Algorithms (ga’s) GA’s have been established as a viable technique for search, optimization, machine43
learning, and other problems. Theoretical developments by Holland and De Jong have laid the foundation of44
GA’s [9]. GA’s have been theoretically and empirically proven to provide robust search in complex space. The45
genetic algorithm consisting of a number of iteration process to make the population evolve [6]. Each iteration46
consists of the following steps:47

? Selection: The first step consists of selecting individuals for reproduction [12]. This selection is done48
randomly with a probability depending on the relative fitness of the individuals so that best ones are often49
chosen for reproduction than poor ones.50

? Reproduction: In the second step, offspring are bred by the selected individuals. For generating new51
chromosomes, the algorithm can use both recombination and mutation.52

? Evaluation: Then the fitness of the new chromosomes is evaluated.53
? Replacement: During the last step, individuals from the old population are killed and replaced by the new54

ones. Then, the genetic algorithm loops over an iteration process to make the population evolve. Figure 1 depicts55
the life cycle of GA’s.56

3 T Figure 1 : Genetic algorithm cycle57

Finally, the reproduction step involves the creation of offspring chromosomes by using two genetic operators-58
mutation and cross-over. The most important part of the genetic algorithm is cross-over where we have to59
randomly select a cross site and swaps the genes of two parent chromosomes to produce two new offspring60
chromosomes. This can be easily represented using a pair of chromosomes encoded with two binary strings and61
cross site is denoted by ”|”. V is the domain of each attribute of A. F is a total function that defines the following62
application U x A? V.63

Definition 2 : In an information system, S the attributes A are further classified into disjoint sets of condition64
attributes C and decision attributes D.65

i.e. ? = C?D and Ø = C?D.66
All the information represented by a table known as Information System which encompasses a number of rows67

and columns corresponding to the number objects and attributes. b) The set BNr (X) = R*(X) -R.(X) will be68
referred as the R-boundary region of X. If the boundary region of X is the empty set, i.e. BNr(X) = Ø, then the69
set X will be called crisp with respect to R; in the opposite case, i.e. if BNr(X) != Ø, the set X will be referred70
as rough with respect to R. c) In the same way, POSr (X) and NEGr (X) are defined as follows:71

? NEGr (X) = U -R*(X) certainly non-member of X72
? POSr (X) = R.(X) Year 2014 I THA-A Hybrid Approach for Rule Induction System Using Rough Set73

Theory, Genetic Algorithm and Boolean AlgebraObject U Condition Attribute Decision Attribute A B C x 1 174
0 0 x 2 0 1 1 x 3 1 1 0 x 4 0 0 0 x 5 1 0 1 x 6 0 0 1 x 7 1 1 175

IV.76

4 Tha: The Hybridized Model77

There are so many inductive learning systems such as ID3, ID4 and ID5 are not capable of handling inconsistent78
information about training data set effectively. After that Grzymala-Busse designed one system called as LERS79
which can deal with inconsistent information as well as training data set. But in LERS it’s very difficult to80
maintain a huge training data set. And also the rules induced by LERS are very complicated and very difficult81
to understand. So in this paper we have proposed a hybridized approach known as THA (Training Data Set on82
Hybrid Approach), which a combination of Rough set theory, Genetic Algorithm and Boolean algebra.83

? Rough Set Theory can handle inconsistent training data set and also missing values.84
? Genetic Algorithm based search engine can induce probable decision rules.85
? Finally, Boolean operations can simplify the probable decisions rules. The framework for the hybridized86

approach THA is depicted in Figure 3. Basically, it consists of 4 modules such as selection of raw data, rough87
set analyzer, performance evaluation of genetic algorithm, simplification by Boolean operation to generate rule.88

The knowledge collected from the process or experts is forwarded to the hybridized model, THA for89
classification and generation of rules. After the completion of approximation analysis genetic algorithm will90
take both certain and possible data set. Generally genetic algorithm performs reproduction, cross-over and91
mutation to extract certain and possible rules from the training set. Finally, Boolean operations are used to92
simplify the probable decision rules generated by genetic algorithms. The Boolean operators such as union and93
intersection are used to simplify the rules. During these operations, redundant rules are to be removed, whereas94
related rules are to be clustered and generalized during simplification. For every possible rule we have to identify95
the reliability index, which is defined as the ratio of the number of observations that are correctly classified by96
possible rules and the number of observation whose condition attributes are covered by the same rule in the97
original training data set.98
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5 Reliability index =99

Where, observation of possible rule is the number of observations that are correctly classified by a possible rule100
and observation of original data is the number of observations with the condition attribute covered by the same101
rule in the original data set. Now we can easily classify the inconsistent training data set correctly.102

V.103

6 Experimentation104

THA is validated from the data obtained from a case study which monitors water quality parameters for drinkable105
water standards. The data in the Table 2 shows different parameters along with their range of values suitable,106
based on which we can determine the quality of water. For simplicity, we have taken two or three values for each107
water quality parameters. In the above table D stands for drinkable and UD stands for undrinkable.108

In order to process the information, we need to depict the parameters in the form of integers. This is done109
using the following descriptor scheme show in Table4.110

7 Global Journal of Researches in Engineering111

8 Table 4 : Transformation scheme112

The transformed result is shown in Table ??.113

9 Table 5 : Transformation water quality parameters for drink-114

able water standards115

Observation Colour pH value Sulphur Turbidity Fluoride State1 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1 1 3 0 2 2 0 1 1 4 1 2 2 1116
1 0 5 0 0 1 1 0 0 6 0 2 0 0 1 0 7 1 0 2 0 0 0 8 1 1 2 0 0 1 9 1 2 2 1 1 1 10 0 1 0 1 1 0 11 1 1 1 1 0 0 12 0 2 2 0 0 1117
13 0 0 2 1 1 0 14 1 1 1 1 1 0 15 0 0 0 0 1 1 16 1 2 2 1 1 1 17 1 1 1 1 0 1 18 0 2 0 0 1 0118

As observed from the above table, the observation (1,11,17), (2,6,18) and (4, 9, 16) contradict each other, hence119
we need to perform approximation and concept forming through rough set analyzer. The two decision states,120
are characterized by C 1 (state=drinkable) and C 2 (state=non drinkable). Applying the rough set theory, we121
calculate the lower and upper approximations for the concept C 1 and C 2 . As observed from the above table122
5, concepts C 1 and C 2 are represented by the following sets: Now we have to encode the coded data of table 5123
by using such a scheme which is called Chromosomes encoding scheme.124

Chromosome coding for water parameters are given below.125

10 quality parameters126

The GA based search engine is then used to extract rules from certain possible training data set obtained by127
rough set analyzer then we have to randomly generate 120 chromosomes to form an initial population of possible128
solution i.e., chromosomes. These chromosomes are coded using the scheme depicted in Table 6.129

For chromosome represented the corresponding hybrid approach follows traditional binary string representation130
and its corresponding crossover and mutation operators. Using this scheme each chromosome is expressed as a131
binary string i.e., a string containing ”0” and ”1”.132

After using the scheme a classification rule can be easily represented by 16 bit chromosome. For example, If133
(colour>=15) and (pH value>=7.5) and (sulphate>=300) and (turbidity>=8) and (fluoride>=1) then state will134
be drinkable can be coded as 0110110110110010.135

Other than choosing a good schema for chromosome representation, it is important to define a reasonable136
fitness function that rewards the kind of chromosomes. Basically the purpose of the GA’s is to extract rules that137
maximize the probability of classifying the objects correctly. Thus, the fitness value of a chromosome can be138
described by its reliability, or in other words, the probability to classify objects in a training data set correctly.139
Mathematically, the fitness function used in this work is expressed as( )2140

For example, if a rule (representation of chromosome) can correctly classify five objects in a training data sets,141
an if there are six objects having the same condition attributes-value pairs as the said rules, then the fitness142
value of this chromosome is (5/6)2 =0.6944. The square operator appeared in the fitness function is to ensure143
rapid convergence. It is used to suppress bad chromosomes with low fitness scores and promotes the creation144
of good chromosomes with high fitness scores. Thus the above fitness function favours rules that can classify145
objects correctly. Furthermore, it also satisfies more consistency and completeness criteria, which are of great146
importance to the evaluation of the rule. A rule is said to be consistent if it covers no negative sample, this is,147
no object in the training data set violating the rule; and it is said to be complete if the rule is able to cover all148
the positive sample that satisfy the condition of the rule in the training data set. As previously mentioned, after149
evaluating the fitness values of chromosomes with above average fitness values are selected for reproduction. As150
for cross-over and mutation, the respective probabilities are fixed at 0.85 and 0.01. With a higher probability of151
cross-over, offspring chromosomes that maintain the genetic traits of the parent chromosomes can be generated152
easily. This allows chromosomes with higher fitness values, that is, better solutions, to be discovered. A lower153
probability of mutation prevents the search for optimal solutions todegenerate into a random one.154
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13 DISCUSSION

The rule set induced by GA based search engine may contain rules with identical fitness values. Some of these155
rules can be combined to form a more general or concise rule using Boolean algebra. The rule pruner is assigned156
to detect and solve the redundancy problem.157

If colour>=1 and pH >=1 and fluoride>=1 then state will be drinkable.158
If colour>=0 and pH >=1 and fluoride>=0 then state will be drinkable.159
Here from the Boolean algebra point of view Rule1 is a subset of Rule2. And the resultant rule will be If160

colour>=0 and pH >=1 and fluoride>=0 then state will be drinkable. Two sets of rules are available. As161
already mentioned, the value recorded in the parentheses following each certain and possible rule represents the162
completeness and the reliability indices, respectively. All the indices are represented in fraction form, with the163
numerator corresponding to the number of correctly classified observations whose condition attributes are covered164
by the rule. Analysis shows that the rules induced by THA are simple, reasonable and logical.165

11 VI.166

12 Induced Rule Set167

Possible Rules:168

13 Discussion169

The above experimentation shows that the hybridized approach THA is able to induce rule under uncertainty. We170
can infer that the hybrid approach can be used for inductive learning under uncertainty. This hybrid approach171
uses the strength of rough set theory along with efficient GA based search engine and Boolean algebra. In the172
above experimentation, the GA based search engine reaches its saturation within 60 generations for both possible173
and certain data sets. This hybrid approach is compared with other inductive learning technique and the result174
is shown in Table 7. The certain rules that are generated by this approach are identical to those produced by175
ID3. Finally the rules generated by this system are simple and concise as compared to those produced by LERS.176
In Figure 5, we have taken the population size as 120 and the number of generation as 60. In every generation we177
have identified the average fitness function and plotted the graph accordingly. And based on the average fitness178
function we have selected the chromosomes with higher fitness values. In this experiment, we have selected those179
chromosomes which have fitness function values more than 0.68. We have discarded all the chromosomes whose180
fitness function is less than 0.68. 1

2

Figure 1: Figure 2 :
181
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Figure 2: Definition 3 : 1 Definition 4 :

3

Figure 3: Figure 3 :
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13 DISCUSSION

4

Figure 4: DataFigure 4 :

1

Figure 5: C 1 =

Figure 6: I

1

Figure 7: Rule 1 :

5

Figure 8: Figure 5 :?
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1

In Table 1 there are 7 objects, 2 conditions
attribute A and B and 1 decision attribute C. For
example, in object x 5 the condition attributes are 1 and
0, and its decision attribute is 1. Imprecise information
causes indiscernibility of objects. This indiscernibility
relation is called equivalence relation on the set of
object U. In our above example a conflict
(inconsistency) exists between object x 1 and x 5 because
they are indiscernible by condition attribute A and B and
have different decision attribute (C).
Equivalence classes of relation are called
Elementary set in S. Any finite union of elementary set is
known as Definable Set. The decision elementary set
are called concepts. For example, the above table
shows the decision attribute is having 2 types of values
which is 0 and 1. Hence, 2 types of concept will be
shaped. For example, C 1 and C 2 .
C 1 is having the decision attribute 0 and C 2 is
having values 1.
C 1 ={x1, x3, x4}
C 2 ={x2, x5, x6, x7}

Figure 9: Table 1 :

2

Condition Range Values
Colour [5-25] (12, 15)
P.H. Value [6.5-8.5] (7, 7.5, 8)
Sulphate [200-400] (220, 300, 375)
Total Hardness [300-600] (300, 400)
Turbidity [5-10] (6, 8)
Fluoride [1.0-1.5] (1.0, 1.2)

Figure 10: Table 2 :
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13 DISCUSSION

3

Observation Colour pH value sulphur turbidity Fluoride state
1 15 7.5 300 8 1 D
2 12 8 200 6 1.2 UD
3 12 8 375 6 1.2 UD
4 15 8 375 8 1.2 D
5 12 7 300 8 1 D
6 12 8 200 6 1.2 D
7 15 7 375 6 1 D
8 15 7.5 375 6 1 UD
9 15 8 375 8 1.2 UD
10 12 7.5 200 8 1.2 D
11 15 7.5 300 8 1 D
12 12 8 375 6 1 UD
13 12 7 375 8 1.2 D
14 15 7.5 300 8 1.2 D
15 12 7 200 6 1.2 UD
16 15 8 375 8 1.2 UD
17 15 7.5 300 8 1 UD
18 12 8 200 6 1.2 D

Figure 11: Table 3 :

6

Bit 3,6,9,12,15; operator 0=Less than or equal to(?)
1=Greater than or equal to
(?)

Bit 1 and 2:Colour 00=12
01=15

Bit 4 and 5: PH value 00=7
01=7.5
10=8

Bit 7 and 8: Sulphate 00=200
01=300
10=375

Bit 10 and 11:Turbidity 00=6
01=8

Bit 13 and 14:Flouride 00=1
10=1.2

Bit 16:State 0=D
1=UD

Figure 12: Table 6 :
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7

Technique Dealing with uncer-
tainty

Simple and concise
rule

Extracting complete

and inconsistency induction rules
ID3 No Yes For consistent data set
LERS Yes No Not evaluated
RClass Yes Yes No
THA Yes Yes Yes

Figure 13: Table 7 :
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